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EDITOR’S NOTE
Dear friends,
We wish our readers a very happy Diwali and a Prosperous New Year! The
past year has been tough on many accounts. We were hit by the second wave
of the pandemic, and many businesses were slow to pick up post the first wave.
However, there has been light on the horizon. Mass vaccinations have
gathered pace. Lockdowns have eased and a sense of normalcy is coming back
slowly, but surely.
The festive season is in full swing and we have witnessed many new watch
releases. Demand is also picking up. Watch fairs have opened up, in the
physical format and also online. This is to say that the hybrid mode seems
popular and accommodates the requirements of diﬀerent players in the field,
who may be from diﬀerent geographical locations.
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The festive season is a perfect time to update your watch wardrobe with
timeless pieces that will serve you for years to come. As always, we present
a delectable range of options for all kinds of watch lovers. Classic watches
have always done well and since these pieces are timeless, they are almost like
heirlooms that work for generations.
However, there is also an increasing trend of pro-planet watches. whether it
is in the materials used, or the use of light energy to power the watch, or
alternative case materials, we do see that brands are trying to reduce their
carbon footprint as much as possible. In doing so, they are also employing
creative ingenuity so that there is no compromise on style.
Another trend is that of smart wearables getting smarter! Updated with the
latest tech oﬀerings, the smartwatches of today have come a long way. They
are not just watches but lifestyle tools which are highly coveted by fitness freaks
as well.
We hope you find your watch pick in the options presented in this issue!

Happy reading!

SUNIL KARER
EDITOR
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Iconic charity auction

O

NLY WATCH is a charity auction that is highly respected
and revered in the watchmaking world. Since the first
edition of ONLY WATCH in 2005, the auction has come a long
way. 54 brands participated in the 9th edition of the biennial charity
auction, whose aim is to raise funds for research against Duchenne
muscular dystrophy.
The generosity of the watch world has helped raise more than CHF 100
Million by the end of the 2021 edition, for a noble cause. The research
supported by these funds has reached the promising stage of
preparation for a first clinical trial in 2022, with the reasonable
hope of changing the lives of thousands of young people and families.
Of course, everyone is excited to see the watches. The promotional tour
started on 22 September in Monaco, at the Monaco Yacht Show,
and ended in Geneva on 6 November where the final auction took
place at Christie’s. In between the watches were shown at Dubai,
Tokyo, Singapore and Hong Kong.

H.S.H. Prince Albert II of Monaco declared open the 9th Edition of
Only Watch, as he announced, “We don’t often take the time to reflect
on the progress that’s been made. But today, we should: we’ve come a
long way. We are at the dawn of a clinical trial of a therapeutic solution
that’s been elaborated thanks to ONLY WATCH funding. In the very
near future, 12 boys and young men will be given a drug which
researchers believe will alleviate the disease. To you all, Only Watch
community… you have my gratitude.”
“This is more than a dream come true and such a strong positive signal.
For the participating watchmakers who see their creations recognized
and their eﬀorts rewarded. For the lucky buyers who now own a
timepiece that is not only unique but also makes them a part of history.
And for the hundreds of thousands of patients and their families who
are touched by Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy as well as for the the
researchers who are coming ever closer to finding the solution,” says
Luc Pettavino, President of the Association Monégasque contre les
Myopathies (Monaco Association Against Muscular Dystrophy) and
Founder/Organizer of ONLY WATCH.

a look at some of the timepieces …

BalTiC
BalTiC pulsomeTeR ChRoNogra

ph moNopusheR 1/1

This watch presents a unique monopusher pulsometer chronograph
using an old 1940’s Venus 150 monopusher movement. The stainless
steel case has a 36mm diameter and sapphire caseback. The glossy
black dial is quite interesting to look at. There are quite a few elements
here, but all harmonize so beautifully. The Breguet applied indices
stand out. There is a 30min-counter at 3 o’clock, small seconds at
9 o’clock and a Central chronograph counter. The pulsometer scale is
calibrated for 30 heartbeats (or pulsations). start the chronograph timer
and count the beats until you get to 30 pulsations. stop the chrono and
you will read the heart rate in beats per minute. This scale is thus used in
conjunction with the watch’s chronograph complication to provide
medical information. one may also notice the 1/1 marking that appears
on the dial. This is a simple and powerful mention that explains
everything oNly WaTCh is about.

Bell & Ross
BR 01 CyBeR skull sapphiRe
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ChF 50,000

so recognizably Bell & Ross due to its shape and structure, and yet so
refreshingly diﬀerent, this one is truly unique! here is a watch that
is multifaceted, multiverse and multi-talented! The concept of skull
watches is quite a popular though niche one in the horological world,
and this watch revisits the concept with élan! The case of this timepiece
is machined from three blocks of sapphire, while the skull dial is
fashioned from six blocks. each element of the watch, the case, crown,
skull, crossbones, is structured within the many faces that sculpt
the surfaces, creating volumes and a 3D image. The skull dial was
metallized in orange on the back. This is the apt colour for aeronautical
instrumentation as it is ultra-legible, thus making essential information
stand out. it is also the emblematic colour code of oNly WaTCh for
their 2021 edition.
ChF 220,000

Breguet
Breguet tyPe XX
The Breguet type XX Only Watch 2021 is a faithful re-edition of
Breguet’s renowned pilot’s watch. it is a nod to the civilian versions of
the type XX chronograph from the 1950s and 1960s, reproducing the
visual and mechanical codes of the legendary Breguet pilot watch with
a flyback chronograph. The bronze color of its dial alludes to the
extremely rare original models with dials coloured in this way. This
piece features a small seconds subdial at nine o’clock and a 30-minute
totalizer at three o’clock with an increased diameter, luminous markers
and the teardrop-shaped hand. The bidirectional steel bezel comes fitted
with a 12-hour scale, along with a luminous triangular marker. This
unique 38.30 mm piece comes equipped with a straight crown as seen in
the type XX civilian-use models, while the shape of the hands leads
them to be referred to as “syringes”. it comes equipped with a valjoux
235 movement, directly derived from the valjoux 222 used by Breguet
in the 1950s and early 1960s. The solid caseback bears the engraving
“Breguet type XX Only Watch 2021 Pièce unique”.
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cHF 250,000

Bvlgari
OctO FinissimO PerPetual calendar tantalum
tantalum, an extremely rare metal has been used in the case design of
this watch. Highly resistant to corrosion and biocompatible, it is used
in medical engineering and twice as heavy as steel. This material is of
absolute purity, verging on 100%. The deep Blue-lacquered dial is a
nod to the colour of the metal. at 40 mm the watch looks grand on
the wrist. The unique arrangement of the sub dials on the watch face is
also quite visually appealing. at the heart of this timepiece, beats a 2.75
mm calibre testifying to the genius of miniaturisation. it drives the hour
and minute hands as well as all the perpetual calendar functions:
retrograde date display, retrograde day, month and leap-year indication.
These are set by means of three correctors: one for the date at 2 o’clock,
another for the month at 4 o’clock and a third for the day between 8
and 9 o’clock.
cHF 220,000

De BeTHune AnD VouTilAinen
KinD oF MAgiC
Two independent masters synergise their energies for an exceptional
piece. Two watch faces, and two ways to tell the time in one single
timepiece. on one side there is a sleek and contemporary design.
The reading of the hour is centered around the balance. The minute
index is on the periphery. The other side has the dial with a deadbeat
second and a very original display of hours and minutes. The play with
the positioning and the angles of the hands where they are not expected
grabs attention!
CHF 1,300,000

FFC Blue
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F.P.Journe

A chance dinner conversation led to a question- can one tell the time
with an actual hand in a watch? The answer would be very complex,
but worth the eﬀort! A very original piece, based on an original idea
can lead to an exceptionally striking watch. Celebrating 20 years of the
automatic octa Calibre 1300, this one demanded great technical
mastery. The minutes are read by rotating disk at the 12 o’clock
position, while the mobile fingers appear or disappear instantaneously
to display the hour according to their positions. The fingers are inspired
from a mechanical hand created by Ambroise Paré (1509-1590), the
father of modern surgery. The watch features a unique Tantalum case
and blue hand, which indicates instantaneous digital hours. An orange
alligator strap enhances the look!
CHF 4500,000

Mb&F
HM10 Panda
The Horological Machine no10, that is, the HM10 bulldog, transforms
into a lovable Panda bear! did we mention that Max’s first cuddly toy
was a panda? The HM10 has a rounded, compact body and hence it is
perfect for the Panda rendition. black and white lacquer coat the top of
the case, now rendered in stainless steel instead of the original titanium
for accommodating the lacquer. Then there are two black titanium
panda ears and a ceramic tail crafted from silicon nitride. We can’t decide
what is cuter! The eyes are two black aluminium time-display domes that
literally dominate the face of the watch. and the panda teeth that are
constantly munching on bamboo shoots? This is actually the power
reserve indicator! When the mouth is fully closed you know that the
Panda is wound down. When it is open with the rows of shining teeth
lining the jaws, you know that its all geared up with 45 hours of
mainspring! This three-dimensional power-reserve indication has been
carefully designed and calibrated to consume the least energy possible.
CHF 620,000
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H. Moser & Cie.
streaMliner CylindriCal tourbillon
The watchmaker redefines minimalism with every bespoke piece!
The highlight of this watch is the use of Vantablack, which is the
super-black coating reputed to be the darkest man-made substance in
existence. it has been used with the three-dimensional movement
equipped with a cylindrical hairspring, housed in the streamliner steel
cushion case. it highlights the beauty of the flying tourbillon in an
ultra-contemporary, refined and timeless manner and also accentuates
the hours and minutes dial, which is made from sapphire and tilted
at a 40° angle. The watch is topped with a domed sapphire crystal.
its movement was developed in collaboration with Mb&F and
highlights the balletic dance of the 1-minute flying tourbillon equipped
with a cylindrical hairspring, developed and produced by Precision
engineering aG, H. Moser & Cie.'s sister company.
CHF 750,000

PATEk PHILIPPE
CoMPLICATED DEsk CLoCk
This piece looks to the past for some inspiration. The complicated desk
clock has been inspired by a desk clock delivered to James Ward Packard
in 1923. The original model is now preserved in the Patek Philippe
Museum. This unique piece is equipped with the new caliber 86-135
PEND IRM Q sE. It features a perpetual calendar, moon phases,
week-number display and power-reserve indication (31 days). It is
adjusted to a precision rate of -1/+1 second per day. This exceptional
Grande Complication is housed in a sterling silver cabinet with vermeil
decorative elements and American walnut inlays.
CHF 9,500,000

RM 67-02
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RICHARD MILLE

Can a watch be like second skin? Turns out, it can. With its
satin-finished, bevelled hands and sharp lines, the in-house extra flat
calibre CRMA7 actively conveys a sense of power and strength.
The tight, taut lines of the rotor, crafted of Carbon TPT and white
gold, the bridges and the DLC coated grade 5 titanium baseplate
sharply underscore the sporty quality of this timepiece. The case is
crafted in white and red Quartz TPT, composite materials exclusive
to Richard Mille possessing exceptional shock resistance. The comfort
strap, entirely seamless, perfectly fit the contours of each wrist,
adapting to individual morphology. As the lightest strap the brand
has ever created it makes the RM 67-02 the lightest automatic watch of
the Richard Mille collection.
CHF 2,100,000

tAG heuer
MonACo “DArk lorD”
Well, the Dark lord is here, and that’s good news indeed! You will
feel the spirit of the ultra-rare Monaco in this one-oﬀ, high-end,
carbon-cased version of the iconic square-cased automatic chronograph.
The striking skeletonised dial that gives the watch so much of its
character is also carbon. if you want to see the handcraftsmanship
involved in creating this watch, take a look at the architectural dial,
which was created by milling and drilling the basic form to reveal
striking structural shapes that stretch across the face of the watch like
the struts on a racing car. A date wheel peeks through, as does the top
side of the movement. Sitting on top of the carbon dial are three black
galvanised brass plates that form the watch’s chronograph and
small-seconds subdials. The hint of orange stands out against the black
dial. Another secret? The strap looks like metal but is made of leather!
A strong piece that talks of finesse in watchmaking!
ChF 290,000

Zenith
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DeFY 21 Double tourbillon
Zenith brought acclaimed op artist Felipe Pantone onboard to work
on the most advanced and complex chronograph from the
Manufacture. Witness how the chromatic concept has been explored!
using the principal of interference colours, a brealthtaking rainbow
eﬀect has been created. regulated by two independent tourbillons
operating at 5hz for the timekeeping function of the movement and
50hz for the 1/100th of a second chronograph, which rotate at rates of
60 seconds and 5 seconds respectively, the result is at once a masterful
feat of contemporary haute horlogerie and a dynamic work of kinetic
art. The case is made entirely of transparent sapphire crystal for the
first time in the Defy collection. on the dial side, the central hour and
minute hands take on a distorted look resembling lightning bolts, a
recurring element in Pantone’s work. The watch comes in a special box
resembling an art book, as well as an original signed artwork by
Felipe Pantone. technically brilliant and electrifying!
ChF 4,80,000

Watchmakers have stayed committed to innovation and the spirit of social responsibility with this exceptional showcase despite the disruptions of the pandemic!
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TAG HEUER
Connected in style

T

AG Heuer was one of the earlier adaptors to the smartwatch niche. The
TAG Heuer Connected has indeed evolved over the years and kept pace
with the dizzying changes in the realm of connected wearables. With
the latest TAG Heuer Connected Bright Black Edition, the brand reaﬃrms
that impeccable style and super connected functionality can blend in so
beautifully together.
Now this is an exclusive edition of the TAG Heuer Connected watch. The finest
materials such as titanium and ceramic for this version find bold expression here.
Gold and black…a unique and sophisticated combination that always go well
together have been used for this piece. The intense sheen of golden accents has been
combined with the depth and intensity of black. The watch is fitted with an elegant
ceramic bezel, the softest leathers for its strap, a crisp sapphire crystal and new
golden markings. The result is a watch that is certainly luxurious while boasting all
the technological performance that first sets this market-leading smartwatch apart.
The brand’s designers first selected a grade 2 titanium watch case and gave it
the “Black Titanium” look. This eﬀect is achieved by sandblasting and a black
diamond-like carbon (DLC) coating, which gives the piece a supremely elegant
matt black finish. In contrast to the microbeaded case is the sandpolished black
ceramic bezel. The bezel features graduations and markings in golden lacquer,
as do the black DLC-coated pushers and crown, adding subtle and sophisticated
finishes to the piece.

The digital interface of this smartwatch has also received special attention, meaning
the TAG Heuer Connected Bright Black Edition includes new versions of the
brand’s popular watch faces as well as a brand-new dial called Eclipse. For the
special edition, the new Eclipse dial will be customised with a beautiful golden
colour to perfectly match the standout casing of the TAG Heuer Connected
Bright Black Edition.
Remarkably versatile, the TAG Heuer Connected goes hand in hand with
everyday life by providing access to a variety of connected services via Wear OS
by Google, as well as unparalleled sports experiences via the TAG Heuer Sport app.
The TAG Heuer Sport app, developed in-house, provides detailed data on the
wearer’s performance in a wide range of activities such as running, swimming,
cycling, walking and fitness. Golfers will also appreciate the recent improvements
to the TAG Heuer Golf app, which will help them refine and improve their game
strategy. Lastly, the new Wellness function enables users to stay in shape and
provides feedback on changes in their biometric data during their daily exercise.
This is a piece that will complement your lifestyle, with pathbreaking technological
functionality!
Sophisticated aesthetics and super technological performance….our verdict for
this piece!
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Wearers will be able to use three new beautiful and easily interchangeable straps,
with a comfortable and resistant rubber base and elevated soft leather covering, and
in elegant colours, sporty chic blue, natural golden brown and classic, timeless black,
with this watch. These three new colourways will join the existing TAG Heuer straps
collection and are suitable for all third-generation TAG Heuer Connected watches.
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FREDERIQUE CONSTANT
Highlife Automatic Skeleton

S

kilful skeleton work reveals the mechanical prowess of a
watchmaker. With the Highlife Automatic Skeleton, it also lets
you journey to the centre of the Earth. Strong lines and intricate
inner working of the Swiss Made FC-310 movement inside, make
this skeleton work a technical and aesthetic marvel.
The calibre of this latest piece from the Swiss watchmaker is updated
through tiny openings as numerous as they are delicate and created
without the use of any sharp angles, in keeping with the curvature
and harmony of the Earth.
Skeleton work is a rare watchmaking practice. But what is rarer is
that this piece has focus on the dial alone and especially the centre,
thereby revealing a daring style that Frederique Constant has mastered
perfectly. Hence this unique new interpretation is very much welcome!

What you will instead witness is a complex play of light and shadow,
between the hidden and the exposed. One could say that this is the
modern vision of skeleton work! In addition, the open caseback
also showcases the mechanical workings of the piece and the finishes
prized by the Geneva-based manufacturer.
These new Highlife Automatic Skeleton watches will be available as

two series of 888 pieces each. The first incorporates the Highlife
collection’s much loved colour combination: steel case and strap
with blue dial. The piece comes with a second interchangeable
strap in navy blue rubber, accentuating its sporty look.
The second variation is a steel version with anthracite grey titanium
PVD coating – again supplied with a strap in the same material, as
well as another in rubber of the same shade. This combination is a
first, and a welcome one at that! The watch has a 41mm case containing
an automatic movement with power reserve of 38 hours.
This duo represents a beautifully crafted and modern look. Are you
ready for the journey to the centre of the earth?
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The highly original cut-out of the Earth at its centre reveals the
beating heart of the movement: at 12 o’clock, the balance wheel;
between 5 o’clock and 6 o’clock, the barrel, wound by the winding
stem found at 3 o’clock. The openwork Earth allows you to see
something, but not everything.

GRAND SEIKO
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A five-year warranty

G

rand Seiko has increased its warranty to five years. As we
all know, after-sales services are an integral aspect of luxury
watchmaking. Bespoke pieces and well-crafted watches require special
care. Grand Seiko has announced the extension of the warranty from
three to five years on all of its timepieces purchased at any authorized
retail partner worldwide.
The new five-year warranty will take eﬀect from October 1, 2021, and
will also be applied to any Grand Seiko watch purchased on or after
January 1, 2021. In order to make the process more seamless, the
warranty information of each watch will be registered online. The new
warranty will continue to cover the watch head (movement and case)
and metal bracelet. Each and every watch will be handled with
extraordinary care by the experienced and certified watchmakers at
the growing number of authorized Grand Seiko Service Centres. Each
and every Grand Seiko watch is designed and manufactured to deliver
the highest possible levels of durability and to oﬀer long lasting,
accurate, reliable timekeeping.
A more accurate and prompter after-sales service is always a good thing!
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CASIO

Let the Sheen

shine!

T

he octagonal theme runs through the latest Sheen designs.
A refreshingly diﬀerent shape for a woman’s timepiece, the
octagon becomes a canvas for some elegant expressions! Immediately
striking at a glance, there are sophisticated renditions for this one.
What’s common across all the designs though are the tiny crystals
accenting the octagonal bezel at the 3, 6, 9, and 12 o'clock positions.
The watch also comes with a date display at the 6 o'clock position,
50m water resistance, scratch-resistant sapphire crystal, and other
ultra-practical features that makes it an ideal watch to wear during
the day at work and in the evening for a dinner date!
Choose the Silver Stainless Steel Band with Light Dial for that infusion
of metallic glamour. If black is your colour, the Black Stainless-Steel
Band with Dark Dial is the piece to wear. And if you want a decadent
feel, the Grey Leather Band Accented with Gold Bezel is just the right
piece for you! Are you ready to “Sheen”?
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Oﬃciating at today’s opening of the 40th HKTDC Hong Kong Watch & Clock Fair and ninth Salon de TE are (front row, from left): Daisy Mok, Co-Chairman,
HKTDC Hong Kong Watch & Clock Fair 2021 Organising Committee; Gary Lau, President, The Hong Kong Watch Manufacturers Association Ltd; Timothy
Kao, Chief Honorary President, The Federation of Hong Kong Watch Trades & Industries Ltd; Enders Lam, Chairman, HKTDC Watches & Clocks Advisory
Committee (2021/2022); Brian Lo, Director-General of the Trade and Industry Department of the HKSAR Government; Margaret Fong, HKTDC Executive
Director; Samson Sun, Permanent Honorary President, The Federation of Hong Kong Watch Trades & Industries Ltd; Daniel Tsai, Chairman, The Federation
of Hong Kong Watch Trades & Industries Ltd; and Philip Lau, Co-Chairman, HKTDC Hong Kong Watch & Clock Fair 2021 Organising Committee

HKTDC
HONG KONG
WATCH &
CLOCK FAIR
The 40th edition

T

hings are slowly getting back to normal. The special edition of the 40th
HKTDC Hong Kong Watch & Clock Fair and ninth Salon de TE, organised
by the Hong Kong Trade Development Council (HKTDC), Hong Kong Watch
Manufacturers Association and The Federation of Hong Kong Watch Trades and
Industries, returned in physical and online formats for the first time. The physical
fairs took place from 8 to 12 September at the Hong Kong Convention and
Exhibition Centre (HKCEC), while the online version went on till 19 September.
A hybrid version of fairs is indeed the way of the future. This unique combination
helps global watch traders to explore business opportunities through both physical
and online formats. The fairs brought together over 150 exhibitors, showcasing
a wide array of watches from high-end designs to trendy day-wear watches. The
five-day fair at the HKCEC was not only open to industry buyers and, but also to
the general public, oﬀering local watch lovers the opportunity to shop for precious
timepieces. This year, the five-day physical fairs attracted around 4900 industry

Many exhibitors agreed that the fairs had helped them tap into the
retail market. Philip Lau, General Manager of Chit Tat Clock and Watch
Company Limited, said he had met with five buyers from European and
US buying oﬃces in Hong Kong. His company oﬀered wholesale prices
to attract local consumers and received a better-than-expected response.
“These consumers have high purchasing power and strong confidence
in the quality of our watches. We estimate that our sales turnover at
the fair will be around HK$200,000-300,000,” Mr Lau said.
Another exhibitor, Gary Ching, Co-founder of ANPASSA Watch
Company, said that within just a few hours of the opening of the fairs,
two watch retailers had expressed interest in ANPASSA’s watches and
started discussing cooperation. “We also attracted the attention of many
local consumers. We expect our on-site sales to reach HK$500,000600,000, which demonstrates that our watches have great potential in
the local market.”
Benjamin Chau, Deputy Executive Director of the HKTDC, said: “The
Watch & Clock Fair and Salon de TE returned as special editions
this year to help generate business opportunities for industry players.
Opening the five-day fairs to the public for the first time also provided

an excellent opportunity for
watch and clock traders to
reach out to retail customers
and boost the industry’s retail
businesses. According to our on-site survey, public visitors who were
interviewed spent an average of HK$1,059 per person at the fairs.”
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buyers and more than 23,600 public visitors to shop for timepieces.
Online business meetings and business discussions via video
conferencing, buyers browsing products and conducting business
discussions online were also key aspects of the online fair. The mood was
indeed upbeat!

The fair was abuzz with activity. The ninth Salon de TE also drew to a
successful close after showcasing truly outstanding pieces. The World
Brand Piazza presented 12 renowned international brands. Experts
shared their insights into industry prospects, trends and watch
investment at the Hong Kong International Watch Forum, Asian
Watch Conference and “Global Luxury Watch Investment and Market
Outlook in Mainland China” seminar. Events such as product
launches, watch parades, a tourbillon watch craftsmanship workshop,
and Smart Bidding drew the attention of visitors. An assortment of
fabulous prizes was given out in lucky draws, including a tourbillon
watch worth HK$28,000. To help exhibitors explore e-tailing business
opportunities, an on-site studio was set up at the fairs with key opinion
leaders running livestreamed shows.
The HKTDC Hong Kong Watch & Clock Fair took place in challenging
times. However, with the hybrid concept the fair organisers merged
the best of both worlds! Next year will bring new tidings, and we are
sure that the watch world will reunite in even greater numbers for
the future editions!

FOSSIL
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A new generation

T

he old order changes and gives way to the new! This statement
rings true of all things, but more so in technology. Smart
wearables have created a niche. Fossil is one of the forerunners in
the category. And, the fashion and tech-forward brand always ensures
that its wearables are up to date! Hence, we have the latest Gen 6
Touchscreen Smartwatch which pushes the boundaries with newer
technology and functions. It balances functionality with aesthetics,
and has incorporated feedback from earlier generations in order to
present a truly evolved product.
The digital launch had Annemiek Ballesty Alsem, Senior Vice President,
Head of APAC Commercial at Fossil Group Inc, Johnson Verghese,
Managing Director, Fossil Group, India as well as Parsanna Inamdar,
Vice President, Software engineering, Fossil Group, Inc who provided
information about this pathbreaking piece and about the market for
smart wearables in India. Alsem highlighted that the move to digitization
had propelled the smart wearables market further, as consumers
turned to smart wearables. The use of smart watches to track fitness
metrics has also seen an increase. As per information provided by
Johnson Verghese, it was heartening to learn that India saw a triple digit

The team reasserted that young India is the target consumer for this
category, and they are a discerning group! This growing cohort demands
style and tech-functionality! The smartwatch has been launched online
exclusively with Amazon and also on the Fossil website. Of course, the
brand has various physical outlets and stores pan-India and these will
also be key points of sale for the smartwatch.
GEN 6 IS HERE!
The Gen 6 smartwatch will be the first smartwatch powered by the
Qualcomm Snapdragon Wear 4100+ Platform, and it comes with a
host of improved functionalities such as faster application load
times, highly responsive user experiences, and more eﬃcient power
consumption. The battery charging speed is two times faster than
leading smartwatches, reaching 80% charge in just over 30 minutes.
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growth in smart wearables in 2020. It is also the third largest wearables
market locally. Smartwatches lead the bandwagon with a 25% share in
wearables category! Parsanna Inamdar introduced the tech features
of the watch.

GEN 6 READY RECKONER
Increased Battery Charging Speed
Smart Battery Modes
Upgraded Health & Wellness Sensors
Swim Proof Speaker and Microphone
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Customizable dials and button functionality
Interchangeable straps and bracelets
Enjoy All Your Spotify Music and Podcasts Oﬄine on
smartwatches running Wear OS for all Spotify Premium
users
Increased performance and lower power with
Qualcomm® Snapdragon Wear4100+
Connectivity: Bluetooth® 5.0 LE, WiFi, GPS, NFC SE
Sensors: Accelerometer, Gyroscope, Compass,
Altimeter, PPG Heart Rate, SpO2, Oﬀ-body IR,
Ambient Light
Wear OS by Google
8 GB of storage and 1 GB RAM
4 pin USB fast charging with magnetic plug

Other additions include continuous heart rate tracking (an upgraded
heart rate sensor allows continuous tracking and improved signal
accuracy), a new SpO2 sensor (which tracks an estimate of the
wearer’s blood oxygen measurements), speaker functionality to
make and receive tethered calls, software updates from Wear OS
by Google and Fossil Group, smart battery modes and more. The
integration of the always-on co-processor in the platform is responsible
for many of these functionalities and upgraded competencies. Shorter
charging time and extended battery life can really help users to
maximize their day. One also knows that upgrading is important for
this category. Fossil Gen 6 is upgradable to Wear OS 3, Google’s new
system update announced earlier in the summer, and will benefit from
continued improvements in features and user experience.
Personalized style continues to be crucial in the wearables space for
the design-conscious consumer. Hence, the Gen 6 smartwatch has
four colourways in a 44mm case and three colourways in a 42mm case
for added size options. In addition to oﬀering seven timeless styles
and endless interchangeable strap options, users can customize dials
and buttons to easily access their most-used functions.
Time for fashion and technology to walk hand in hand as we move to
the next leg of the wearable’s world!

SKAGEN
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Freja

P

ro-planet and eco-fashionable styles are the way to go now! With the
world grappling with the impact of climate change, it is up to all to ensure
that we engage in sustainable practice. This consciously crafted collection is
iconic not only in design but also in its pro-planet tilt. The new rose and smoke
cases feature 50% recycled content and also an eco-leather strap.

Skagen has been synonymous with Skagen City and the Danish coastline,
harbouring a minimal and elegant aesthetic. Freja builds on the Danish aesthetic
and the exciting range embraces fall-inspired colours. The new timepieces are
crafted keeping in mind Skagen’s commitment to pro-planet, sustainable fashion.
The cases are made with at least 50% recycled content, and are completed by
eco-leather straps. The watches are a blend of quality with craft, and remind one
of the Danish ethos of strength in softness.
Here is a collection that merges luxury with minimalism. Whether it is through
the contrasts between the case and the strap, the minimal and yet complete dial,
the subtle and rich look of the piece or the essence of sustainability that runs
through the heart of the collection, here is an oﬀering that of style with a
commitment to becoming environmentally sustainable.

MICHAEL KORS
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Access Gen 6 Bradshaw

W

hen beauty and brains get together, the result is always commendable! The Michael Kors
Access Gen 6 Bradshaw smartwatch comes updated and ready to take on the new normal.
There is a plethora of updated features like faster charging, new Snapdragon Wear 4100+ platform
and the latest software advancements. What’s also quite relevant for the times is the heart-rate monitor
that provides more accurate readings and an SpO2 sensor to get estimated blood oxygen measurements.
The smartwatch is available in four stunning designs to complement every aesthetic. It combines
stainless steel bracelets, sparkling pavé accents and more for a very refined and polished look. With a
fast charging battery, one can get to 80% in just over 30 minutes! Since it is both iPhone and Android
compatible there is ease of syncing with the mobile phones. Gen 6 with Google helps you make the most
of your time by leveraging Google Assistant- manage daily tasks, plan your day, or get answers.

This tool is your companion to support a healthy and active lifestyle! The built-in wellness app tracks
activity so you can monitor progress, see calories burned and check other health readouts you truly care
about. An upgraded sensor with improved signal accuracy provides continuous heart rate tracking in
more situations than ever. It also helps support sleep goals - set sleep goals, view sleep stats and
spot patterns to improve your snooze. And yes, users can connect to third-party music apps like Spotify
and work out to their favorite playlist. Spotify Premium users can now enjoy all Spotify music and
podcasts oﬄine.
Are you all set to get smarter?

VBL INNOVATIONS
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Future of watch straps

S

ustainability is the theme of our times. As we move ahead in
a world increasingly threatened by climate change and
ecological disasters, businesses are taking notice of more eco-friendly
and humane options for their products. Watch straps have traditionally
used animal leather. However, creative bio-based bracelets are the way
to go now, and VBL Innovations is leading the show.
Headquartered at Bengaluru, VBL Innovations is pioneer in customizing, manufacturing and meeting the watch strap requirements of
horological industry in India and across the globe. The work of the
company, specifically in vegan straps have created a special niche in
the market. World over, brands are indeed making a conscious shift to
avoid animal leather.

It is time that the watch bracelets tell a story of circular economy,
environmental care and responsibility!
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At the EPHJ - 2021 in Geneva, VBL Innovations exhibited some
creative bracelets that ‘look’ like leather, and even feel like it. However,
at the base we don’t have skin of animals but instead we have the base
of cactus, coconut, palm tree, apple, bamboo, bottles in re-processed
plastic or reused textiles. Not only the look of these bracelets, but also
their textures and their stitching point out to the intensive and aesthetic
research that has gone into making these products. Moreover, these are
biodegradable and have been manufactured in sustainable conditions
with minimal pollution.

ODISHA WATCH TRADE FEDERATION
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Getting Together

W

hen the horological industry gets together, it’s always a
good thing! The All Odisha Watch Trade Federation held
its first physical meeting at the most prestigious star hotel ‘Swosti Grand’
Bhubaneswar on September 19, 2021. It was heartening to note that 46
watch traders and retailers from diﬀerent parts of Odisha participated
in this event despite very bad weather conditions.

The event commenced at 11am with the lighting of the lamps Convenor
of the Federation, Satyabrata Mohanty. This was followed by a small
ceremony of Lord Ganesha. The Convenor addressed the gathering
with his welcome speech. In keeping with the new normal, there were
virtual participants as well. Vinod Agarwal (President, All India Watch
Trade Federation).

The meeting was then opened for a question and answer session.
Dealers and friends from the trade suggested some issues which needed
to be addressed and also gave some suitable recommendations about
the Federation’s future activities.

7

8

Every year on 19th September, the day of inception of the
federation, members will do charitable work in their area.
Federation should hold meetings with companies to streamline
their discount structure and the date of the scheme for both online
platform and Mainline platform (Dealers).
Dealer friends should educate and try to discourage customers
from online purchases.
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6

After the Q/A session was over, the process to constitute the body of
Oﬃce bearers and Managing committee of the federation was initiated.
The decisions were smooth and unanimous.

Here are some major points which were discussed:
1
2
3
4
5

Transparency in business should be maintained by companies
irrespective of whether they are small or big dealers.
It will help in communication between dealers by forming this
federation.
Restriction of online purchases (everything) by our traders to
discourage online sale
Federation should arrange a physical meeting at Western Odisha
very soon
Certificate to be issued to the Registered trade members.

Eminent Horological Entrepreneur, Politician, Social worker,
Satyabarat Mohanty was unanimously elected as the Founding
President of All Odisha Watch Trade Federation. Other positions
are as follows: Vice president - Jaganath Patra, Secretary Sk Osimullaha, Asst Secy - Suman Sahoo, Asst secy - Dinesh Tounk
and Treasurer- Balmiki Muni.
Managing Committee members include Nilamadhab Subudhi,
Priti Ranjan Mohanty, M. A. Latif, Chandrasekhar Mishra, Md Abdul,
Biswanath Maharana, Kaushal Jhunjhunwala, Pratap Panda, Asish Kar,
Akhaya Satpathy, Shiv Masand and Susanta Tripathy.
The meeting ended with lunch and refreshments, over lots of insightful
networking and interactions!

SWISS WATCH COMPANY
Future of watch straps

www.Swisswatchcompany.in is an exclusive platform for hand-picked
Swiss watches. Established in April 2020, the site aims to provide
a uniquely Swiss online shopping experience to watch enthusiasts
and collectors. The Victorinox watches are the latest entrants for
discerning customers. The brand represents excellent value for money,
especially when we consider its superb line-up of features.
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These timepieces are adventure pieces that
mark outdoor activities with panache and
style, and still retain an unparalleled elegance.
Mechanical excellence, on-point aesthetics,
and relentless accuracy - you’ll find it all!
Wear it while diving, sailing, walking, flying,
and performing other adventure sports….or
just use it as a fashion statement by itself!
When a watch has passed over 100 quality
control tests, you know that it isn’t any
regular piece!
Victorinox uses ETA and Selitta movements
which are known to be incredibly accurate.
The mechanisms are water-resistant. They
use synthetic rubies for the movement
and this prevents them from wearing down
over time. All Victorinox watches are highly
scratch-resistant. They are made of Sapphire
Crystal, the best crystal for watches. The
INOX model is known for being able to
survive the impact of being dropped from
three storeys, run over by an HVG lorry then
put in the washing machine! Now isn’t that
something?
Swisswatchcompany.in guarantees the authenticity and originality
of each watch and will provide each buyer with an international
manufacturer warranty, original packaging, and all related documents
and certificates in support of the watches purchased on this website.
Incredible customer service is another part of what makes
Swisswatchcompany.in, the go-to destination for luxury Swiss
watches. The digital boutique thus oﬀers an authentic online shopping
experience for Swiss watches in India.

TITAN COMPANY

Titan records revenue growth of 78% in Q2 FY 2021-22

R
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iding on the strong recovery in demand across its consumer
businesses, Titan’s revenue excluding bullion sales grew
by 78% in Q2 FY22 compared to Q2 FY21. With Jewellery division
doing exceeding well, and other divisions swiftly bouncing back
to pre-pandemic levels, total income for the quarter was ` 7,220 crore,
including bullion sale of ` 192 crore, a growth of 64% compared to total
income of ` 4,389 crore in Q2 FY21 that included bullion sale
of ` 391 crore. The total income for Hl FY22 was ` 10,534 crore,
registering a growth of 67% compared to ` 6,290 crore in HI FY21.

The Jewellery division witnessed a demand resurgence and made a
strong recovery registering an income of ` 6,106 crore with 77%
growth in Q2 FY22 compared to ` 3,446 crore in Q2 FY21 (excluding
bullion sale in both the periods). The Watches and Wearables business
recorded an income of ` 687 crore with 72% growth in Q2 FY22
compared to ` 400 crore in Q2 FY21. The Eyewear business recorded
an income of ` 160 crore with 70% growth in Q2 FY22 compared to
` 94 crore in Q2 FY2 l. The other segments of the Company comprising
Indian dress wear and, fragrances & accessories recorded an income
of ` 46 crore in Q2 FY22 compared to ` 23 crore in Q2 FY21.
The strong recovery coupled with the product mix improvement
helped the Company achieve profit before tax of ` 868 crore for
the quarter compared to ` 238 crore in the same quarter previous
year. The Company recorded a profit before tax of ` 950 crore for
the first half of this fiscal year against a loss of ` 97 crore in the same
period previous year.
The Jewellery division achieved Earnings Before Interest and Tax
(EBIT) of ` 793 crore for the quarter compared to ` 285 crore in the
same quarter of previous year. The Watches and Wearables division
reported an EBIT of ` 92 crore for the quarter against a loss of ` 4 crore
in the same quarter of previous year.

Eyewear division reported an EBIT of ` 37 crore in the second quarter
compared to ` 9 crore in the same quarter of previous year. The other
segments of the Company recorded a loss of ` I crore compared to a loss
of ` 10 crore in the same quarter of the previous year.
The Company’s retail chain (including CaratLane), spreads across
1,969 stores in 308 towns having an area exceeding 2.6 million sq. ft.
In the 6-month period from April 21 to September 21, the Company
has added (net) 60 stores.
Of the principal subsidiaries of the Company,
• Titan Engineering & Automation Limited (TEAL) recorded
revenue of ` 51 crore and a loss of 1 crore in Q2 FY22 compared
to revenue of ` 89 crore and profit before tax of ` 18 crore in
Q2 FY2 l. The order win and pipeline are robust and supply chain
deliveries are improving as shortage of semiconductors and logistics
restrictions continue to ease.
• CaratLane Trading Private Limited continued to do well in both
online and oﬄine channels emerging as a strong omni player.
For Q2 of FY22, it clocked revenue of ` 289 crore and a profit
before tax of ` 10 crore compared to revenue of ` 148 crore and
a loss of ` 4 crore in Q2 FY21.
C. K. Venkataraman, Managing Director of the Company stated that:
“Titan’s strong growth this quarter was underpinned by demand
recovery being witnessed in all segments of the Company. Our stores
were fully operational, returning to pre-pandemic normalcy in most
parts of the country with continued focus on health and safety of
our customers, business partners and our employees. Titan’s store
expansions have gained traction during the quarter, which was partially
disrupted in the pandemic period. Our strong digital presence combined
with trusted oﬄine experience gives a positive outlook for the overall
performance of the Company for the rest of the fiscal year.”

CASIO
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Let’s go vintage

T

he Vintage X Pac-Man, a limited edition watch from Casio’s
fashion-forward Vintage range features the world-famous game,
PAC-MAN. It is indeed a collaboration between legends since both
these brands have been a part of our world for a long time. The resolutely
vintage vibe recalls the past in a manner that is relevant to the present.
The model, A100WEPC is based on the recent reissue of the F-100
digital watch, which was originally released in 1978.
The rectangular shape itself starts oﬀ this special vibe. Look carefully,
and you’ll feel that you are looking right through an arcade-game
window! The face design faithfully replicates the PAC-MAN game
screen, down to details like the pink line marking the exit of the
nest from which the ghosts emerge. The centre ILLUMINATOR logo
is rendered using the PAC-MAN font.

The gold-plated watch case is inspired by
the colour of the PAC-MAN arcade game
cabinet. The top watch band is laser etched with
a rendering of PAC-MAN being chased by
ghosts, and the reverse scene with PAC-MAN
chasing ghosts is rendered on the bottom band.
The case back also features the PAC-MAN logo and icons. The watch
comes with special packaging imprinted with PAC-MAN character
icons and the game score screen, to deliver the full look of the
PAC-MAN game.
The watch includes stopwatch functions, daily alarm, hourly time
signal, auto-calendar and LED light The playful design evokes
nostalgia as well as a fun cool vibe which makes it pleasure to wear!
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ALPINA

Mastering the Air and Sea

A

lpina is known for heritage designs that combine
the best of its watchmaking know-how with the
timeless aesthetics of Swiss watchmaking. The brand has
a particular love for pioneers in the conquest of the land and
sea, making its tool watches with their robust, precise and
reliable character, a much sought-after ‘tool’!
The Swiss manufacture was founded in 1883. it has built its
reputation on creating watches that are water-resistant,
shock-resistant, anti-magnetic and rust-proof, designed for
explorers of the deep sea and the skies. The Heritage
collection embodies this essence and here are two pieces
that add to its versatility!

SeaStrong Diver 300 Heritage automatic
For divers, the fifth timepiece from this successful line reasserts the
qualities required for eﬃcient, accurate, legible and robust instruments.
Water-resistant to 300 metres, this new 42 mm design with steel case is
a no-fuss tool. The moving inner flange lets you measure your immersion
time in hours, minutes and seconds. Practical and timeless, its black
lacquered sunray-brushed dial features gold plated luminescent hands,
creating the contrast required to make it easy to read, even in the low
light of the deep sea.

Startimer Pilot Heritage automatic
The Startimer is known as legendary in aviation heritage. Since its initial launch in 2011,
the Startimer Pilot collection has become the most successful collection of the Brand and
one of the most recognizable professional pilot watches on the market. This new variation
adds to the existing collection with blue and beige tones that evoke the sky and the historical counters used by aviation pioneers. alpina has kept the original look of its twenties timepieces by sticking with the same arabic numerals and luminescent beige hands as
the dials from the era. Their generous proportions help make them easy to read, even when
flying.
The push-button at 4 o’clock is a highlight. it opens the Startimer Pilot Heritage automatic's steel back. Known as the "oﬃcer’s case back", the system allows the al-525 automatic movement to be admired through the transparent case back for the exclusive
enjoyment of the owners. This Startimer Pilot Heritage automatic with blue calfskin
leather strap will be limited to 288 pieces.
The combination of the excellent and qualitative finishing details and very straight functions oﬀer pilot watch aficionados the perfect balance between functionality and elegance
on the wrist.
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These watches are all set to master the air and the seas!

H

ere is a bouquet of options from Panerai for festive gifting for loved ones, and of course for oneself! The festive season
is always a good time to update one’s watch wardrobe, and here are
some delectable options!
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Panerai Piccolo Due Madreparla (PAM 1280) is a strong mélange of
advanced materials with sophisticated aesthetic features. It takes
just one look at the iridescent mother-of-pearl that has been used for
the dial. This is a lustrous material that endows each watch with a
unique character. It proves an elegant complement to the pink gold
colour hands, applied numerals and date window that gleam with
warm radiance, and reflects the light shed by numerals and indices
filled by white SuperLumiNova with green luminescence. The strong
red strap exudes a sense of resolute style and power.

PANERAI
Festive gifting

The Panerai Luminor Chrono GoldTech Blu Notte (PAM 1111) on the
other hand is a sporting complication, truly dedicated to the world
of precision tools. In terms of the functionality of this watch, you
will see the finesse of chronography. In terms of the aesthetic, the
clear star is the material in itself - Panerai Goldtech, which is a type of
gold distinguished by high percentages of copper and platinum.
These metals give the case its intense colour as well as a heightened
resistance to oxidation. This alloy not only dominates the aesthetics of
this piece, but adds a special contribution to the properties of the watch.
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Panerai Luminor Due (PAM01124) takes on the magic of blue and
silver and comes across as a highly elegant piece. The dial has been
blue sun-brushed with luminous Arabic numerals and hour markers.
With the date at 3 o'clock and small seconds at 9 o’clock, this automatic
mechanical piece is classical sophistication personified!

The Panerai Submersible (PAM01223) comes across as subtle and
beautiful! The dial is a white matte colour with a purely black and
white colour-scheme. The dial has white circular indexes with black
rims that have super-luminova. This accounts for the excellent
legibility. The brushed stainless steel 42mm case and the sleek and
refined design blend with curved lugs to naturally shape around
the wrist. The Submersible also has a brushed steel anti-clockwise
rotating bezel with graduated scale. It has a closed screw caseback
with a 300m Water resistance. The P.900 is a self-winding movement
that’s only 4.2mm thick. It contains a power reserve of 3 days, small
seconds and a date function.
These timepieces with their Italian aesthetic are all set to woo hearts as
they promise a sense of timeless joy!

PERRELET

LAB PERIPHERAL DUAL
TIME BIG DATE

S

wiss watchmaker Perrelet has a heritage of 240 years and is
especially renowned today for its ‘animated’ dials and watches
that combine high-performance mechanics with captivating aesthetics.
This piece oﬀers useful functions such as the second-time zone with
day-night indicator and the calendar with a big double window. Three
diﬀerent versions provide an elegant interpretation in three varied styles.
Taking on a casual-chic style, the 42 mm x 42 mm stainless steel
cushion-shape case is captivating. The soft, smooth lines along with brushed
and polished lugs; the embossed rectangles decoration on the case band
and the polished octagonal bezel with satin-brushed profile, all these add
subtle touches of elegance.
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However, the architecture of the dial with its very original construction
is what is truly and immediately eye-catching. The three-dimensional
eﬀect is achieved by the multi-level structure and diﬀerent decorations
which add depth. Depending on the variation you’llsee deep blue or
black combined with silver-colored details and silver. The dial shows an elegant pattern with vertical lines in relief within a
metallic circular-brushed rim, surrounded by a matt sandblasted ring.
At 12 o’clock the date is displayed in two small windows in black Arabic numerals on a white background and vice versa on
the black dial edition, enhancing optimal legibility. The star of this latest timepiece is the dual time function which allows two
time zones to be displayed at the same time: local time and home time. Highly appreciated by globetrotters and easy to set
thanks to the crown in the third position, it takes place on the silver counter at 6 o’clock. Decorated with circular grooves it
bears the second-time indication with a mix of Arabic numerals and indices. The day/night indication is revealed through a
small round aperture between 10 and 11 o’clock. The hour and minute hands of the two-time zones are treated with white
SuperLuminova. The cut-out hour-markers filled with white SuperLuminova, as well as the hands of the main time, are applied
to the central disc of the dial and suspended towards the minutes flange, giving the impression that they are literally floating
on air.
Another feature that lovers of mechanics will just adore is the unhindered view on the most distinctive feature of this timepiece
- its oscillating weight. Watch enthusiasts can observe the motion of the oscillating weight while reading the time. This is a
veritable technical innovation made possible by the new generation in-house manufacture self-winding Caliber P-421. The
oscillating weight, a 180° plate’s segment, is fixed to a toothed wheel (with toothing on the inside) known as a “couronne”,
itself positioned on the outer part of the movement that meshes with a pinion placed on the outer rim of the movement.
The rotor, on ball bearings, is adorned with a 180° screw-down plate bearing an engraved grooves decoration clearly visible
on the dial side. Since the caseback normally provides a window to this sight, this technical innovation makes it commendable.
This newly designed automatic calibre, composed by 302 parts, beats at 28.800 vibrations per hours and oﬀers 42-hour power
reserve. The sapphire crystal porthole on the case-back, sealed with 6 screws, reveals its balance-wheel in action and the rhodium
plated bridges with Côtes de Genève finishing and engravings in gold 3N.
The watch is completed by a black or blue calf leather strap with white stitching, according to the versions, and a stainless-steel
folding clasp embellished with the Perrelet logo. Cutting-edge technology and contemporary style meet to match the high
quality standards of the traditional Swiss watchmaking!

HL VAGABONDE 02
in-house calibre
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